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Abstract
We determine the smallest claw-free, 2-connected, nontraceable graphs and use one of these graphs to construct a new family of
2-connected, claw-free, maximal nontraceable graphs.
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1. Introduction
A graph G = (V (G),E(G)) is traceable if it has a path containing all the vertices (a Hamiltonian path), and
Hamiltonian if it has a cycle containing all the vertices (a Hamiltonian cycle). A graph is claw-free if it has no induced
subgraph isomorphic to the claw K1,3. By a smallest graph in some collection of graphs we mean a graph with the least
order, and having the least size amongst all graphs of that order in the collection. IfH is a subgraph ofG, thenG−V (H)
denotes the subgraph induced in G by those vertices of G which do not belong to H. If A is a connected component of
a graph, then A(a, b) denotes the order of a longest path in A with end-vertices a and b. The circumference c(G) is the
order of a longest cycle in G. A circumference cycle C is a longest cycle and we suppose that C has an orientation. Then
x− denotes the predecessor of x ∈ V (C), and x+ denotes the successor of x. If u ∈ V (C), v ∈ V (C)we denote the path
on C from u to v that accords with the orientation of C by C[u, v] and the other path on C from u to v by C[u, v]. The
paths obtained from C[u, v] and C[u, v] by deleting the end-vertex u are denoted by C(u, v] and C(u, v], respectively,
and similarly for C[u, v), C[u, v), C(u, v) and C(u, v). Other terminology will be introduced when required.
Many papers have been written on Hamiltonian cycles in k-connected, claw-free graphs for k=2 and 3. The paper of
Matthews and Sumner [7] led to the present work. They showed (in [6]) that a 3-connected, claw-free graph with fewer
than 20 vertices is Hamiltonian, and conjectured that if G is a 4-connected, claw-free graph then G is Hamiltonian. We
became interested in the analogous questions for traceable graphs.
It is easy to see that the smallest k-connected nontraceable graph is the complete bipartite graph Kk+2,k . The
existence of k-connected nontraceable graphs is more interesting if we add the claw-free condition. Of course, the
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smallest connected such graph is a K3 with a pendant leaf attached to each vertex (called the net). Shepherd [8] and
Duffus et al. [5] have shown that every claw-free and net-free graph is traceable for k = 1, and Shepherd [8] has shown
such graphs are Hamilton connected (that is, every pair of distinct vertices are end-vertices of a Hamiltonian path) for
k = 3. Broersma et al. [3] proved that the conjecture of Matthews and Sumner is equivalent to the conjecture that every
4-connected, claw-free graph is traceable. (The existence of 3-connected, claw-free, nontraceable graphs follows easily
from results in [3,7].) In this paper we consider the case k=2 for claw-free graphs.We show that all 2-connected, claw-
free graphs with less than 18 vertices are traceable, and obtain the two smallest claw-free, 2-connected, nontraceable
graphs.
A nontraceable graph G is called maximal nontraceable (MNT) if G + e is traceable for any e ∈ E(G). (G denotes
the complement of G). Zelinka [10] studied these graphs, and gave constructions which deﬁne two classes of MNT
graphs. He initially made the conjecture, which he later retracted, that these two classes comprised all MNT graphs.
His constructions do not produce 2-connected, claw-free graphs. In Section 3 we construct 2-connected, claw-free,
MNT graphs of order n for each n18.
2. Smallest claw-free, 2-connected, nontraceable graphs
In this section we show that there are two smallest nontraceable, claw-free, 2-connected graphs, each having order
18 and size 24. We will use the following lemmas:
Lemma 2.1. Let C be a circumference cycle of a claw-free graph G. If two distinct vertices x and y on C are adjacent
to vertices u and v (u = v allowed) in the same component A of G − V (C), then each of the two xy paths on C has at
least A(u, v) + 2 internal vertices.
Proof. Let L be a u − v path of order A(u, v) in A. Since C is a circumference cycle, ux+ /∈E(G) and ux− /∈E(G).
Since G is claw-free, this implies that x−x+ ∈ E(G). If x+ = y−, then the cycle obtained from C by replacing the path
on C from x− to y+ with the path x−x+xLyy+ has more vertices than C. Hence x+ = y− and, similarly, x− = y+.
Let P and Q be the paths on C from x+ to y− and from y+ to x−, respectively. Since the cycle Py+yLxx−x+ has
order A(u, v) + |V (P )| + 4 and |V (C)| = |V (P )| + |V (Q)| + 2, it follows that |V (Q)|A(u, v) + 2. Similarly
|V (P )|A(u, v) + 2. 
The next lemma describes the structure of the components of G − V (C) when |V (G)|18.
Lemma 2.2. Let G be a nontraceable, 2-connected, claw-free graph such that |V (G)|18. Let C be a circumference
cycle of G. Then the components of G − V (C) are spanned by paths of order at most three, and the end-vertices of
these spanning paths are adjacent to distinct vertices of C.
Proof. Let A be a connected component of G − V (C). Since G is 2-connected there exists vertices u, v ∈ A (u = v
is allowed) adjacent to distinct vertices x, y, respectively, in C. Let s = maxu,v A(u, v), where u, v ∈ A and u, v
are adjacent to distinct vertices of C. Then s < 4 follows from Lemma 2.1 since G is nontraceable and |V (G)|18.
Suppose that s = 3. Let L be a path of order 3 in A with interior vertex w and end-vertices u, v adjacent to vertices x, y,
respectively, on C. Let K be a component of A − V (L) and let r ∈ K be adjacent to a vertex of L.
(a) Suppose that rw ∈ E(G). Note that then ru /∈E(G) and rv /∈E(G) since otherwise s = 3 would be contradicted.
Since G is claw-free we must have uv ∈ E(G). Since G is 2-connected, some vertex of K is adjacent to a vertex
of C. But then we get a contradiction with s = 3.
(b) Suppose that ru ∈ E(G). Since G is claw-free, either rw ∈ E(G), or rx ∈ E(G), or wx ∈ E(G). But rw /∈E(G)
and rx /∈E(G) since otherwise we have a contradiction with s=3. So xw ∈ E(G). Then no vertex of K is adjacent
to w or v, since this would contradict s = 3. Since G is 2-connected, some vertex q ∈ K is adjacent to a vertex of
C and this vertex must be y or we get a contradiction with s = 3. But then there is a claw with centre y because
qv /∈E(G) (qv ∈ E(G) contradicts s = 3) and neither q nor v is adjacent to y− or y+ since C is a circumference
cycle.
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Hence no vertex of K is adjacent to L, and it follows that A − V (L) = .
Similarly if s = 2 or 1 we get A − V (L) = . Lastly, the fact that no two end-vertices of the spanning paths of the
components of G − V (C) are adjacent to the same vertex of C follows since G is claw-free and C is a circumference
cycle. 
Since our concern in this paper is ﬁnding the smallest 2-connected, claw-free, nontraceable graphs G it follows from
Lemma 2.2 that we may suppose without loss of generality that the components of G − V (C) are single vertices,
which we call bridge vertices. We may also suppose without loss of generality that each bridge vertex is adjacent to
exactly two vertices on C, which are called attachment vertices of C. If u and v are consecutive attachment vertices of
C, then the arcs C[u, v] and their relatives described previously are called attachment arcs. If we want the orientation
of an attachment arc to be determined by the orientation of a path in which it lies and not by C, we simply denote the
attachment arc by [u, v], or (u, v] and so on. Attachment arcs whose closures (formed by replacing round brackets
with square brackets) have an attachment vertex in common are said to be adjacent, and vertices of C which are not
attachment vertices are called extra vertices.
Let k = |G − V (C)|. A skeleton path S of G with respect to C is a path formed from an alternating sequence of
attachment arcs and bridge vertices as follows:
(u1, v1]b1[u2, v2]b2[u3, v3] · · · bk[uk+1, vk+1).
Note that, if k > 1, u1 and vk+1 are always interior vertices of S, since all the attachment vertices of C are included
in S. Therefore, in the above description, u1 and vk+1 will each have two labels. Since there are k bridge vertices it
follows that k − 1 attachment arcs will be omitted from any skeleton path S. If G is nontraceable, then at least one
of these omitted attachment arcs must contain extra vertices of C, otherwise S will be a Hamiltonian path in G. The
next lemma gives the least number of extra vertices that must be contained in the omitted attachment arcs. Note that,
because of the way in which S is constructed, omitted attachment arcs of C cannot be adjacent, since S begins and ends
with attachment arcs.
Lemma 2.3. Let G be a 2-connected, claw-free, nontraceable graph and C be a circumference cycle of G. Suppose
that all the components of G−V (C) are trivial, and each component is adjacent to exactly two vertices of C. Let P be
a skeleton path of G w.r.t. C. Suppose that P omits an attachment arc C(u, v) with at most two extra vertices. Then G
has a path with vertex set V (P ) ∪ V (C(u, v)).
Proof. If u−u ∈ E(P ), let P ∗ be the path obtained from P by replacing u−u with u−u+u. If u−u /∈E(P ), then u is
an end-vertex of P. In this case, let P ∗ be the path obtained from P by adding uu+. If C(u, v) = {u+} we are done.
If not the desired path can be obtained from P ∗ by replacing vv+ with vv−v+ if vv+ ∈ E(P ∗) and adding vv− if
vv+ /∈E(P ∗). 
Corollary 2.4. Suppose that G, C and P are as in Lemma 2.3. Then
1. If no two attachment arcs of C which are omitted by P are adjacent to the same attachment arc of C, then at least
one of the attachment arcs omitted by P must contain at least three extra vertices.
2. If two attachment arcs of C which are omitted by P are adjacent to the same attachment arc of C, then either at
least one of the attachment arcs omitted by P must contain at least three extra vertices, or at least two attachment
arcs omitted by P must each contain at least two extra vertices.
Proof.
1. Suppose that no two attachment arcs omitted by S are adjacent to the same attachment arc. Then at least one of the
omitted attachment arcs must contain at least three extra vertices, since otherwise the construction in Lemma 2.3
can be repeated for each omitted attachment arc to give a Hamiltonian path.
2. Suppose that no omitted attachment arc contains more than two extra vertices and no pair of omitted attachment
arcs contain in total more than three extra vertices. Then we can again repeat the construction in Lemma 2.3 for
each omitted attachment arc to get a Hamiltonian path in G. 







Let {u1, v1}, {u2, v2} be pairs of attachment vertices ofC adjacent to bridge vertices a, b, respectively. Thenwe say the
pairs {u1, v1}, {u2, v2} are pairs of crossed attachment vertices of C if (with some orientation of C) u2 ∈ V (C(u1, v1))
and v2 ∈ V (C(u1, v1)).
The existence of a crossed pair of attachment vertices on C gives a lower bound on c(G), as shown in the next lemma:
Lemma 2.5. Let G be a claw-free, 2-connected, nontraceable graph. Suppose that G has a circumference cycle C
containing a pair of crossed attachment vertices. Then c(G)14.
Proof. Suppose that C has a clockwise orientation and we have a pair of crossed attachment vertices as shown in the
ﬁgure (Fig. 1):
The pairs of arcsC[v1, v2],C[u1, u2] andC[u2, v1],C[v2, u1]must each contain in total at least two internal vertices,
otherwise either aC[v1, v2]bC[u2, u1]a or bC[u2, v1]aC[u1, v2]b gives a longer cycle than C. Since G is claw-free,
the vertices v−1 and v
+
1 are adjacent, and similarly for the other attachment vertices. It is then easy to use these extra
edges to appropriately extend either the cycle aC[v1, v2]bC[u2, u1]a or the cycle bC[u2, v1]aC[u1, v2]b to show that,
in order to avoid a cycle longer than C, we must have either
1. at least three internal vertices in each of the four arcs C[v1, v2], C[v2, u1], C[u1, u2], C[u2, v1], which gives
c(G)16, or
2. at least four internal vertices in each arc of at least one pair of adjacent arcs. Then, by Lemma 2.1, the remaining
two arcs must contain in total at least another two internal vertices, giving c(G)14. 
We can now prove our main result of this section:
Theorem 2.6. Let G be a 2-connected, claw-free, nontraceable graph. Then |V (G)|18.
Proof. Suppose that |V (G)|17. Let C be a circumference cycle in G. By Lemma 2.2 the components of G − V (C)
are all bridge vertices of C and their attachment vertices on C are all distinct. We may also suppose that each bridge
vertex is adjacent to exactly two vertices on C. Since G is nontraceable, C has more than one bridge vertex.We consider
four cases, depending on the number of bridge vertices.
Case 1: C has exactly two bridge vertices. We can always ﬁnd a skeleton path satisfying part (1) of Corollary 2.4
which omits any one of the four attachment arcs and contains the remaining three attachment arcs of C. It follows from
Corollary 2.4 that each attachment arc of C must contain at least three extra vertices, and therefore |V (G)|18.
Case 2: C has exactly three bridge vertices. We have ﬁve sub-cases to consider depending on the arrangement of
attachment vertices on C.
Sub-case (i): (Fig. 2) By Lemma 2.1 the attachment arcs [v1, w1], [v2, w2] and [v3, w3] must each contain at least
three extra vertices. If we put three vertices in each of these arcs, and add the necessary edges to make the graph
claw-free, we will see that the resulting graph is traceable. Hence we must have at least one more vertex in G, so
|V (G)|19.



















Sub-case (ii): (Fig. 3) By Lemma 2.1 the attachment arcs [w1, v1] and [v3, w3] must each contain at least three extra
vertices. Consider the following two skeleton paths, both of which satisfy part (1) of Corollary 2.4:
T21 = (v1, w1]a[v1, v2]b[w2, w3]c[v3, w3),
T22 = (w1, v1]a[w1, w2]b[v2, v3]c[w3, v3).
Then T21 omits attachment arcs (w2, w1) and (v2, v3); T22 omits attachment arcs (v1, v2) and (w3, w2). By Corollary
2.4 at least one of the attachment arcs in each of these disjoint pairs of omitted attachment arcs must contain at least
three extra vertices. Hence |V (G)|21.
Sub-case (iii): (Fig. 4) Consider the following skeleton paths which all satisfy part (1) of Corollary 2.4:
T31 = (w1, v1]a[w2, w1]b[v2, v3]c[w3, v3),
T32 = (v2, v1]a[w2, w1]b[v2, v3]c[w3, w2),
T33 = (v1, v2]b[w1, v1]a[w2, w3]c[v3, w3).
Then T31 omits attachment arcs (v1, v2) and (w3, w2); T32 omits attachment arcs (w1, v1) and (v3, w3); T33 omits
attachment arcs (v2, v3) and (w2, w1). At least one of each of these pairs of attachment arcs omitted by T31, T32 and
T33 must contain at least three extra vertices. Whichever three of the above attachment arcs we choose, we can ﬁnd
a skeleton path containing those three attachment arcs and omitting another pair, which must contain in total at least
three extra vertices. Hence |V (G)|21.





















Sub-case (iv): (Fig. 5) Consider the following skeleton paths which all satisfy part (1) of Corollary 2.4:
T41 = (v2, v1]b[w3, w2]c[v3, v2]a[w1, w2),
T42 = (w1, v1]b[w3, v3]c[w2, w1]a[v2, v3),
T43 = (v1, v2]a[w1, v1]b[w3, w2]c[v3, w3).
Then T41 omits attachment arcs (w1, v1) and (v3, w3); T42 omits attachment arcs (v1, v2) and (w3, w2); T43 omits
attachment arcs (v2, v3) and (w2, w1).At least one of each of these pairs of attachment arcs omitted by T41, T42 and T43
must contain at least three extra vertices. Applying the same argument as in sub-case (iii) to the above three skeleton
paths and their omitted attachment arcs shows that |V (G)|21.
Sub-case (v): (Fig. 6) Consider the following skeleton paths which all satisfy part (1) of Corollary 2.4:
T51 = (v2, v3]c[w1, w2]b[v2, v1]a[w3, w2),
T52 = (w1, v1]a[w3, v3]c[w1, w2]b[v2, v3),
T53 = (v3, v2]b[w2, w1]c[v3, w3]a[v1, w1).
Then T51 omits attachment arcs (w1, v1) and (v3, w3]; T52 omits attachment arcs (v2, v3) and (w2, w1); T53 omits
attachment arcs (v1, v2) and (w3, w2). Again, applying the same argument as in sub-case (iii) to these three skeleton
paths and their omitted attachment arcs shows that |V (G)|21.
Case 3: C has exactly four bridge vertices. There are 18 possible arrangements of attachment vertices on C. It will
be convenient to split these arrangements into three groups, depending on how effective Lemma 2.1 is in forcing extra













Group 1: (Fig. 7) If u, v are attachment vertices on C which are adjacent to the same bridge vertex, then it follows
from Lemma 2.1 that the arcsC[u, v] andC[u, v] must each contain at least three internal vertices. Hence by inspecting
each of the ﬁve arrangements in Fig. 7, it is easy to see that Lemma 2.1 forces at least seven extra vertices on C, giving
|V (G)|19.
Group 2: (Fig. 8) In each of these seven arrangements we can use a combination of Lemma 2.1 and a skeleton path
argument to show that |V (G)|19.






Group 3: (Fig. 9) It is easy to verify that these six arrangements have the following property: Each one has two
disjoint sets L and M each consisting of three attachment arcs such that
1. There is a skeleton path omitting L and another skeleton path omitting M.
2. If A ∈ L and B ∈ M then there exists a skeleton path containing both A and B.
By Corollary 2.4 L has either an attachment arc with at least three extra vertices, or L contains in total at least four
extra vertices, and the same holds for M. If each of L and M contains an attachment arc with at least three extra vertices
we can ﬁnd another skeleton path containing these two attachment arcs, the omitted attachment arcs of which must
contain in total at least three extra vertices. Hence |V (G)|21. In the other cases L and M must together contain at
least seven extra vertices, giving |V (G)|19.
Case 4: C has ﬁve or more bridge vertices.If C has no crossed pairs of attachment vertices, then two of the bridge
vertices determine two different attachment arcs, each containing no other attachment vertices. By Lemma 2.1 these
two attachment arcs must each contain at least three extra vertices. Hence |V (G)|15 + 6 = 21. If C has a crossed
pair of attachment vertices, then by Lemma 2.5 we get c(G)14, and hence |V (G)|14 + 5 = 19. 
The two claw-free graphs obtained from case 1 in the proof of Theorem 2.6 are shown in Fig. 10: We can view graph
A as being constructed from K4 by ﬁrst subdividing each edge of K4 and replacing vertices of degree three with K3 in
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the obvious way. Similarly, we can view graph B as being constructed from the multigraph M shown in Fig. 11 in the
manner described above.
Since K4 and M do not have Eulerian trails it is obvious that the graphs A and B are nontraceable. They are therefore
the smallest 2-connected, nontraceable, claw-free graphs, each of order 18 with 24 edges. These two graphs also have
the property that every vertex is the end-vertex of a longest path.We call such graphs detour graphs (this class of graphs
is a generalisation of homogeneously traceable graphs which were introduced by Skupien´ [9]). Since all such graphs
are 2-connected, the above two graphs are also the smallest claw-free, nontraceable detour graphs.
3. MNT graphs
Since each of the graphs A and B is nontraceable, each is a spanning subgraph of some MNT graph. In order to
produce MNT graphs from A and B we use the fact (which follows from Corollary 7 in [2]) that the neighbours of a
vertex of degree two in a MNT graph are adjacent.
In both A and B we add edges between the neighbours of each vertex of degree two. The graph A∗ obtained from
A in this way is MNT and is, in fact, the only MNT graph containing A as a spanning subgraph. The graph A∗ is also
claw-free. However, the only MNT graph containing B as a spanning subgraph is the graph B∗ in Fig. 12, which is not
claw-free.
Thus, A∗ is the smallest 2-connected, claw-free, MNT graph. It can be drawn as (Fig. 13). It is shown in [7] that all
2-connected claw-free graphs are 1-tough. (A graph G is t-tough if |S| tk(G − S) for every cutset S ⊂ V (G), where
k(G − S) denotes the number of components in G − S.)
The graphs produced by Zelinka [10] are not 1-tough. Hence, according to [7] these graphs are not both 2-connected
and claw-free.
We now give a construction of an inﬁnite family of 2-connected, claw-free, MNT graphs of order greater than 18.
We construct a graph of order 18 +m for every m1 by joining the vertices of a new Km to every vertex of one of the
K3s in A∗ which does not have a vertex of degree two. (We can also produce such graphs by joining appropriate Kk’s
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At the Fourth Cracow Conference on Graph Theory (Czorsztyn 2002) Dudek [4] presented another construction
which produced an inﬁnite family of MNT graphs which cannot be produced by using Zelinka’s constructions. Also,
MNT graphs which are 2-tough are constructed in [1].
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